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Description
a) There is no way of displaying all available tags.
b) There is no way to sort the available tags in alphabetical order when editing a wiki article -> properties.
c) The list of tags from case b) is hardly readable because the formatting leaves something to desire
d) There is no way to influence the sorting when displaying the freetags using the module Most Popular Tags.

Workaround
a) Hack /lib/freetag/freetaglib.php and change the query in function get_most_popular_tags
b) Hack /lib/freetag/freetaglib.php and change the query in function get_tag_suggestion
c) Hack /templates/freetag.tpl and add a divider (like a pipe symbol) after every produced anchor

Importance
4

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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